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Let's collect the data to solve this matter to eliminate this cluster of violence. We are going to multiply the love and happiness—and divide with all. 

Nu ben junta-informação pà
nu resol-ve-es si-tua-cão nu ten qui ca-ba cu vi-o-len-cia-

nu mes-te mul-ti-plí-ca a-mor e se-li-ci-

da-de pa nu di-vi-di pa tu-do__
DIVIDE AND SHARE

WORDS AND MUSIC BY SALAMITA AFONSECA,
CARLOS CARDOSO, MANUELA FERNANDES,
NATALIA GONCALVES, KATHY TEIXEIRA

Let's divide and share all that is good and honest.

Let's share our friendship so that we can have happiness.

To show that we care, we need to respect each other; when love is equally shared,

we can divide happiness for everyone.

Sempre.
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Love should be added to everyone's heart. My parents show me love and respect and kindness. Compassion should be added to everyone's heart.

We can show love, compassion and forgiveness. Let's show unity.
so we can have peace in our world community

Peace should be added to everyone's heart when we all do our share

rit.

we can have a peaceful day.
we need to work in our world by subtracting all the violence. Nos merece que trabajemos en nuestro mundo no vio-

ciliéense. We don't need drugs, we don't need alcohol; let's subtract all the violence. Nos camisetan.
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(Subtract the Violence, cont.)

(dro-ga. No-s ca-mi-sti al-co-hol, nu sub-tra-i)

(vi-o- len-cia.)
1. I would like to multiply happiness with joy and laughter. Let's do this together: Now isn't happiness better? Happy, happy, happy, joy, joy, joy. Use it in your words; have it in your world. I see this picture in my heart that cannot
Multiply Happiness, continued.

be a-part: Love, kindness, fun and care for every-

one to share. Happy, happy, happy, joy, joy, joy; Use it in your

Group 2

Group 1

Happy, happy, happy

words; have it in your world. Happy, happy, happy, joy, joy, joy;

joy, joy, joy; Use it in your words, have it in your world. Have it in your world.

use it in your words, have it in your world. Happy, happy, happy